
ABC Charts

A great way to document and recognize any type of mistaken behavior patterns
within a classroom, including hitting, pushing, biting, or even hiding, can be filling
out an ABC Chart. You can create your own or search for one that is premade.
Sometimes centers already have some created but often the educators are
unaware they exist or how they can be used within their classrooms.

ABC Chart stands for Antecedent, Behavior, Consequence Chart.

The antecedent is what happens before the incident occurs. This could be a
child taking a toy from another child, a child sitting next to them at a table,
their parent leaves, etc. These are things that you will want to try and pay
extra attention to.

The behavior is what the child who you are observing does when the
antecedent happens. This could be biting another child or another behavior
that you are trying to observe.

The consequence is what happens after the incident occurs. This could be the
child sitting with a teacher, the child getting the toy that was taken, the child
hiding, etc.

An ABC Chart will show you what happened before the behavior occurred and after
the behavior occurred as well as what time of day it's always happening. This can
help you determine if there is a pattern that you can adjust to limit the behavior
from happening.



Example ABC Chart

Name of child: Katlyne

Behavior: Kicking

Date Time Antecedent Behavior Consequence

May 3, 2022 12:20 pm Teacher Sarah
announces it’s time for
nap

Katlyne kicks another
child’s cot

Teacher Robert sits
with Katlyne on her
cot

May 5, 2022 4:30 pm Teacher Robert
announces it’s time to
clean up for outside
time

Katlyne kicks Teacher
Robert

Katlyne sits with
Teacher Sarah with a
book

May 9, 2022 9:20 am Teacher Sarah
announces it’s time to
clean up for outside
time

Katlyne kicks Teacher
Sarah

Teacher Sarah sits
with Katlyne in comfy
cozy

May 10,
2022

10:40 am Teacher Robert
announces it’s time to
clean up for art

Katlyne kicks another
child’s toys

Katlyne sits at a table
with a puzzle

You can see that there is a pattern of one of the two teachers announcing that it's
time to transition to another activity which is what seems to prompt Katlyne's
behavior. The teachers can take note of this and try to position themselves next to
Katlyne before they announce that a transition is coming up. They can also have
Katlyne be the one to announce it to the class so that she's engaged during that
time.



Is it always going to solve the behavior? No, but it can help limit it and work to give
her other ideas rather than kicking.

They could also look at the chart and decide that the consequences aren't working
for Katlyne and that they need to switch it up to something else. There are many
ways an ABC Chart can help visualize patterns with behavior and how educators
react to them.
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